INTRODUCTION
In an early period of retroviral infection, the viral RNA genome is converted to three major forms of double-stranded viral DNAs, prior to integration of the proviral DNA into the host DNA (1) . A linear duplex form of the viral DNA is slightly longer than the viral RNA subunit and contains terminal repeated sequences, i. e., long terminal repeats (LTRs) (2) , derived from the 3'-and 5'-termini of the RNA genome. The linear molecule of the viral DNA enters into the nucleus, whereupon two closed circular forms of the viral DNAs carrying either one or two copies of the LTR are detected in the nucleus. However, it is not clear which form of the viral DNAs is the immediate intermediate of the integration. Finally, the integrated provirus exists in a form colinear with the unintegrated linear molecule of the viral DNA and serves as the template for the progeny viral RNA. The LTR seems to play important roles in integration and expression of the viral genome.
The M7, strain of baboon endogenous virus (BaEV) (3) is a primate retro-virus which grows well in human and dog cells. The DNA of these cells lack sequences related to BaEV so that the integration and expression of the BaEV DNA can be studied in the absence of the cellular DNA background. In the previous report (4), we detected the three forms of the unintegrated BaEV DNAs and cloned the two circular forms of the BaEV DNA in bacteriophage A .
We describe here the entire nucleotide sequence of the BaEV LTR which is 554 bp long. The functions of the retrovirus LTR suggested from the nucleotide sequence are discussed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Polynucleotide kinase from T4-infected E_. coli was a gift of M. Takanami, Kyoto University. Other enzymes were purchased from New England BioLabs, Bethesda Research Laboratories or Takara Shuzo Co., Kyoto, and used as recommended. 32 P-yATP (specific activity: 5,000 Ci/mmole) was purchased Fig. 3 . However, the sequence of the next 14 bp to the Hpa II site was different from that of the Xho I fragment (Pig. 4 ) . Therefore, we concluded that the C at position 218 in Fig. 3 was the extreme right-hand terminus of the LTR. Interestingly, these 14 bp described above were complementary to those of the OH-terminus of tRNA Pro (Fig. 5 ) . 
DISCUSSION
The Nucleotide Sequences and the Structure ot_ BaEV LTR. The entire nucleotide sequence of BaEV LTR was determined. This is the first report on sequencing of a retroviral LTR other than those of murine-or avian-origins. The nucleotide numbers of the BaEV LTR, 554 bp, are close to those of the LTRs of murine type C retroviruses which contain 550 ± 40 nucleotides (8, 9, 10). The Xho I fragment, vhose sequences shown in Fig. 3 , covers the entire sequence of the LTR and the junction of the two LTRs is clearly defined to be located between 218 and 219 from the results shown in Fig. 4 . From these findings, the schematic presentation of the structure of BaEV LTR is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The unique sequence of BaEV DNA seems to be about 7,500 bp long. Two Domains of BaEV LTR Derived from 3'-and 5'-Ends of the Viral Genome. Retroviral LTR consists of two parts, 5'-and 3'-domains, derived from the 5'-and the 3'-ends of the viral genome (2). The complementary strand of the 5'-domain is so-called "strong stop DNA" which is predominantly synthesized by viral reverse transcriptase (l). From our results, the exact position of the boundary of the two domains is not defined. However, the G at position 86 is assumed to be the first nucleotide of the 5'-domain by the following reasons: First, G is the first base of the 5'-domain of LTR in various retroviruses as far as reported so far (8, 10, 11, 12, 13) . Second, Lovinger and Schochetman (14) reported that the strong stop DNA of BaEV was 133 nucleotides long and the 3'-terminus ended with C. The nucleotide sequence of the strong stop DNA of BaEV (14) is well matched with those reported here, even though differences in several bases are found. Haseltine and Kleid (15) reported that the strong stop sequences of BaEV W7_ showed minor heterogeneity in each virus stock. Ju and Skalka (13) sequences in the LTR of cloned avian retroviruses. The strain of BaEV we used in this study may be different from that Lovinger and Schochetman used. Thus, the 3'-and 5'-domains of BaEV LTR are concluded to be 421 and 133 bp long, respectively.
tRNA Primer for Reverse Transcription £f the BaEV Genome. In an early step of retrovirus infection, the viral RNA is transcribed into DNA by virionassociated RNA-dependent DNA polymerase (reverse transcriptase) (16) . The primer of the reverse transcription is a tRNA of the host cell, vhich binds to the viral genome at a site near the 5'-end (17) . In case of BaEV, the primer tRNA has not yet been identified. In the sequence shown in Pig. 4, the 14 base stretch from the right-hand end of the right LTR to the next Hpa II site, is complementary to the OH-terminal sequences of tRNA . At this site, the tRNA primer is suggested to bind to the genome of BaEV. Signals for Transcriptional Regulation in BaEV LTR. An AT-rich sequence, TATAAAA, is located at position 56 in Fig. 3, i. e., 30 bp upstream from the capping site at position 86. This sequence is known as an eukaryotic promoter signal, Hogness box (18), which is generally found about 30 bp upstream from a capping site. Therefore, the transcription seems to start at the capping site of the LTR in the integrated genome of BaEV. In case of Rous sarcoma virus, this sequence was suggested to act as a promoter by iii vitro experiments (19) . Other AT-rich regions are also detected in the 3'-domain of LTR, e. g., at positions 533, 7, 21 and 39. These AT-rich sequences might act as promoters, or might cooperate with the Hogness box at position 56, resulting in a strong promoter activity to the BaEV LTR.
The sequences of the regions from the promoter to the capping sites are conserved in various retroviruses (8, 10, 11, 12, 13) . A candidate for the promoter, TATAAAG, is commonly detected 28 to 30 bp upstream from the capping sites. In addition, about 15 bp stretches preceding the capping sites are also conserved in these viruses. This region seems to be essential for moving of RNA polymerase from the promoter to the initiation sites of transcription.
Retroviruses have a GT-rich region in the middle of the 5'-domain of the LTRs (8, 10, 12) . In case of BaEV, such a GT-rich stretch is located at position 157 to 174 (gt-1 in Pig. 3 ) . This region seems to be important for binding of the viral RNA to ribosomes, in which a trinucleotide, GTG, is the consensus sequence as a ribosome-binding site (20) . The initiation sites of the viral protein synthesis have been suggested to be located at a site succeeding to the right terminus of the upstream LTR on the integrated viral genome (21) .
As for the termination control of transcription, three kinds of signals have been proposed (22, 23, 24) Fig. 4 and 5) . The matching of these 13 bp is 64%.
Inverted repeats of nucleotide sequences have been reported to be located at the LTR termini of several retroviruses (8, 11, 13, 29) 
